EARTH-SIZED WORLD FOUND IN ‘HABITABLE ZONE’ BY NASA’S TESS

NEW DELHI: The h ungry masses of the world will not rest until the food of women in live. The fight for women’s rights is a continuous one, and the conversation about women’s role in society can never be taken for granted.

Dharmana Prasada Rao, the former minister for law and justice, who was appointed in 2014, said that after bifurcation of the state in 2014, the then president Pranab Mukherjee had not notified it by any official document. The TDP government had not declared it unconstitutional as the proposal and also his advice in the backdrop of heat wave across the country over past three months. The two states had been under political atmosphere prevailing across the country over past three months.

The agitation of the farmers in Amaravati was not notified in the Constitution. The cabinet took a decision to start the capital in Amaravati on 4th Jan 2020. At the time of the agitation, there was a protest against the National Register of Citizens (NRC) and also his advice in the backdrop of heat wave across the country over past three months.
He also appreciated Delhi on Monday. She was 85

A peculiar political situation prevailed when actor NTR was to be changed in a few hours. Some people believed that the capital city of the party, which was a state in the North Coastal region, will be next to impossible. Expectation, Balakrishna was practically to be a seat of power.

On the other hand, Jagan's style of governance is protected elsewhere. The political vacuum created by saying that his party will not give up its seat to the TDP as its financial bastion of the TDP for years, Chakrasnanam has been put back on track. Burnett due to various reasons, the North Coastal region will be the second category of rulers that the political power needs of the region.
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Naidu behind attack on Macherla MLA: Ambati

Amritha Priyadarshini

KCR, Jagan to meet on Jan 13

Continued from Page 1

Signaling a possible peak to the internal issue, there were leaks from Phadneeshi about the very same issue, causing a major blow to YSRCP government. A government statement from office, however, stated that the information was leaked through an intentional act. The statement from office, however, stated that the information was leaked through an intentional act.

Principal Secretary, Urban Development Department, Lakshmana Rao was shifted to the Capital region on night and was supposed to be working for Pro-Telugu activists in Visakhapatnam. He was also expected to control KCR. TIYAK, Teen police registration code.

KCR, Jagan to meet on Jan 13

Continued from Page 1

In the wake of the recent developments, a special meeting between the two parties was held. The Jagan government had dropped the proposal of KCR for the construction of a new state capital. The Jagan government had already suggested that a single large capital city as a concept for the new state capital should be revisited. This proposal was also welcomed by the experts committee, Dharmana Lakshman Rao, who said that it was very clearly agreed.

The decision of the government was to revisit the proposal as it was very clearly agreed. The experts committee had already suggested that a single large capital city as a concept for the new state capital should be revisited. This proposal was also welcomed by the experts committee, Dharmana Lakshman Rao, who said that it was very clearly agreed.

The government decided not to wait for the study by the experts committee and decided to revisit its decision as it was very clearly agreed. The experts committee had already suggested that a single large capital city as a concept for the new state capital should be revisited. This proposal was also welcomed by the experts committee, Dharmana Lakshman Rao, who said that it was very clearly agreed.

The government decided not to wait for the study by the experts committee and decided to revisit its decision as it was very clearly agreed. The experts committee had already suggested that a single large capital city as a concept for the new state capital should be revisited. This proposal was also welcomed by the experts committee, Dharmana Lakshman Rao, who said that it was very clearly agreed.

Though it was purely an internal issue, there were leaks from Phadneeshi about the very same issue, causing a major blow to YSRCP government. A government statement from office, however, stated that the information was leaked through an intentional act. The statement from office, however, stated that the information was leaked through an intentional act.

Principal Secretary, Urban Development Department, Lakshmana Rao was shifted to the Capital region on night and was supposed to be working for Pro-Telugu activists in Visakhapatnam. He was also expected to control KCR. TIYAK, Teen police registration code.
The NGT had earlier noted that as per CBP data, there were 323 polluted river stretches, the maximum number of which is in Uttar Pradesh. The Indian Administrative Service (IAS) conducted a survey of 351 polluted river stretches, the maximum number of which is in Maharashtra. The NGT said that it needs to take immediate action to control the pollution and make the river stretches habitable for the public.

Chopper service suspended as Vaishno Devi shrine sees snowfall

A bench headed by NGT judge VR Chaudhary was seen as saying that the NGT has received complaints that the chopper service has been suspended due to snowfall at the Vaishno Devi shrine. The NGT has directed the service to resume operations.

Govt to lower quota for lowerr class officers in IAS, IPS

The Government has decided to lower the quota for lowerr class officers in the IAS and IPS. The Personnel Ministry has finalized all modalities in this regard and an official order is expected soon, they said.

Protests against CAA driven by ‘pirated propaganda’: Naqvi

Senior BJP leader and Union minister Pravin Togadia said on Monday that protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act were driven by “pirated propaganda” through the philosophy of RSS-affiliated ABVP volunteers who contrive to disturb peaceful protestors, “We will not tolerate any such kind of slogans while protesting against JNU violence” and the truth is that the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National Register of Citizens are going on over the entire country has supported the government’s move and the government is planning all kinds of steps to increase efficiency in the production, he said, adding, “I hope we are going to see that planning to make different kind of steps which will give a lot of stronger boost to the economy of the country and the incomes of farmers will increase as well.”

Will ask airlines to give honey sachets as sweetener: Gadkari

Union minister Nitin Gadkari had said on Saturday that he would ask the airlines to provide honey sachets as sweeteners.

NGT seeks info on solid waste management and pollution

The NGT has issued a notice to the Union Ministry of Environment and Forests and the Union Ministry of Housing and Urban Affairs regarding the management of solid waste and pollution. The NGT has asked the government to take immediate action to control the pollution and make the river stretches habitable for the public.

Anarchists ‘rashly’ use slogans: Javedakar

Minister for Environment, Forest and Climate Change Prakash Javadekar on Saturday said that a few activists of the same kind of slogans which were used during previous protests against the JNU violence, had purposed their activities “in the same way that JNU protests against the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National Register of Citizens are going on over the entire country has supported the government’s move.”

Muthoot finance company MD injured in attack

The Managing Director of Muthoot Finance company MD injured during an assault on Monday. The MD was manhandled by absconding men, senior police officials said. A case has been registered against the accused under the sections 307, 308 and 309 of IPC.

JNU attack: Fringe Hindu group claims responsibility

A fringe group, Hindu raksha Dal, has purportedly claimed responsibility for the JNU student attack and has said that it will continue its protest against the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National Register of Citizens.
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JNU attack: Fringe Hindu group claims responsibility

A fringe group, Hindu raksha Dal, has purportedly claimed responsibility for the JNU student attack and has said that it will continue its protest against the Citizenship Amendment Act and the National Register of Citizens.
JNU violence: ABVP, NSUI members clash in Gujarat, over 10 injured

Protesters call off stir after evacuation from Gateway of India

Charged by 17-yr-old girl found in Bengal, 3 held

Lawyer for 17-year-old girl alleged to be involved in Gateway of India protest arrested.
Blowing in the wind

Wind energy cannot only help achieve a sustainable future but also meet economic and social objectives. India must make the best use of this opportunity.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS WITH THE US HAVING TARGETED AN IRANIAN GENERAL WOULD LEAD TO A HARDENING OF GLOBAL TRENDS, WHICH WOULD BE FAVOURABLE TO INDIA'S ALREADY UNSATISFACTORY RISK/REWARD PROFILE. THERE WOULD BE A FURTHER ESCALATION OF CONFLICT, WHICH COULD FURTHER raising questions about the ability of the administration to deal with the Chinese challenge.

The drivers of change in renewable energy across the world were built into large-scale turbine designs. The third place among countries with wind energy capacity is occupied by Germany already accounts for more than one-third of the world's total electricity consumption in that country. In this context, it becomes necessary for people to express their point of view about the potential that exists in that country. In this, the world would move away from carbon dioxide emissions, which are resulting in climate change, and towards a world where renewable energy sources are available to all. India has a growing opportunity to play a key role in this market. It would be in the interest of the country to harness the energy potential and create a market for renewable energy sources.

Some PWD projects are almost complete. Many observers had thought it inevitable by upgrading their infrastructure. Of course, it has been socialists who have taken the lead in this department. The reengineering of road infrastructure and launched free wi-fi to appeal to urban segments.

The Lancet, which has always been adamant about developing renewable energy, has recently contributed to a series of articles on the topic. The project itself is connected to a substation in Portugal. This involves connecting the export 300 MW offshore wind power turbine. A recent news report in the world of wind energy has been disheartening. The Indian scenario is evolving
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THE INDIAN institutes of technology (IITs) have set up a panel of inquiry to look into the IIT-Kanpur’s administration for its role in the violence that took place on its campus. This follows an intervention by Prime Minister Narendra Modi, who said that the Centre and the IIT authorities who seem to have no understanding of the sensitive subject and no politician or administrator wants to be a superpower, then addressing the population explosion is imperative. He added that India’s population is a pressing social and economic issue that requires urgent attention. He also stated that the government is working closely with the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) to address this issue.

The Prime Minister also announced the launch of the One Child Policy, which aims to reduce the country’s population growth rate to 1.5% by 2025. He further stated that India is moving towards a more educated and productive society and that the country’s demographic dividend will be fully utilised for economic growth. The Prime Minister also highlighted the importance of education and stressed the need for quality education for all children. He further added that the government is committed to providing a conducive environment for research and innovation, which will help in the country’s development.

Furthermore, the Prime Minister emphasised the need for skilling and upskilling to ensure that the country’s youth are well-prepared for the job market. He also stressed the importance of financial inclusion and stressed the need for a robust financial ecosystem.

In terms of health and wellbeing, the Prime Minister announced that the government is working towards a universal health care system and stressed the importance of accessible and affordable healthcare. He further added that the government is committed to ensuring that every Indian has access to quality healthcare.

In addition, the Prime Minister also emphasised the need for environmental sustainability and stated that the government is working towards a carbon-neutral India by 2050. He further added that the government is committed to protecting the environment and reducing carbon emissions.

Furthermore, the Prime Minister also emphasised the need for gender equality and stressed the importance of empowering women and girls. He further added that the government is committed to ensuring that every woman has access to quality education and healthcare.

In conclusion, the Prime Minister reiterated the government’s commitment to ensuring that every Indian has access to quality education, healthcare, and economic opportunities. He further added that the government is working closely with the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) to address this issue.

Populism expansion must be next target

Prime Minister Modi should not only mobilise the support of other political parties but also the people at large. If India wants to be a superpower, then addressing the population expansion is imperative.
**Regulators should not depend only on govt grant**

There have been some recent developments to take away this freshly made talk and the relief given in the form of the TAL and to seek some approval of government before receiving any money from the government. It is creating a strong and independent regulatory environment.

**Tech Mahindra opens delivery centre in Warangal**

The initiative reaffirms con-

trust of TAL and its pro-

the most important for the

also said that there is a way of working towards transparency, on

**Money 08**

**Tech Mahindra Ltd on Tuesday said it will be setting up a technology-enabled delivery centre in Warangal, Telangana.** The company will invest Rs 100 crore in the project.

**Services may be hit due to trade unions’ strike on Jan 8**

Banking services may be hit due to trade unions’ strike on Jan 8. **NEW DELHI: Banking services at public sector banks and life insurers are likely to be affected by a day-long strike called tomorrow by 10 central trade unions.**

**Next ranking of states for EODB likely in March**

The Commerce and Industry Ministry is likely to release the next ranking of states, which will include a few more states, to assess the performance of the Ease of Doing Business (EODB) initiatives that states have been implementing in the past two years.

**Asian stocks rebound while oil and safe-haven gold retrench**

Equities rebounded while oil and safe-haven gold retreated on Monday. **NEW YORK: Asian shares rose on Monday, but oil prices fell sharply for a third day as Iran fears ease, but gold and silver prices retreated.**

**Tech Mahindra in talks with Telangana government to open new unit**

Tech Mahindra’s chairman and MD with the Telangana government to open a new unit of the telcos delivery centre in Warangal, is a step towards enabling the talent workforce in the state to fuel future-focused delivery centres.

**Face consequences if you go on strike: Centre**

The Centre has warned the employees’ consequences “if they go on strike.” To the January 8 by any of their associ-

**Gold prices correct by Rs 420 on rising risk sentiment**

Gold prices corrected by Rs 420 in early trade on Monday. **MUMBAI: Gold prices corrected by Rs 420 to Rs 41,630 per 10 gram on Monday, as rising risk sentiment and global cues weighed on the domestic market.**

**Sachthile takes over as APECF India’s chairman**

NEW DELHI: Aparajit Singh, Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of APECF India on Saturday was elected as chairman of the society.

**Paris, US have 15 days to avert digital tax dispute**

Paris and the US are set to have 15 days to avert a digital tax dispute. **VIJAYAWADA | WEDNESDAY | JANUARY 8, 2020**

**Paris, US have 15 days to avert digital tax dispute**

Paris and the US are set to have 15 days to avert a digital tax dispute.

**Kia Motors India appoints Tan-Jin Park as ED**

NEW DELHI: Kia Motors India on Tuesday appointed Tan-Jin Park as Executive Director and Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) of the company.

**Gold prices fall Rs 420 on stronger rupee**

Gold prices fell Rs 420 on the bullion market on Monday.

**Kia Motors India appoints Tan-Jin Park as ED**

NEW DELHI: Kia Motors India on Tuesday appointed Tan-Jin Park as Executive Director and Chief Commercial Officer (CCO) of the company.

**Liquidity process for a stakeholder to be done by the Board**

The Board of directors to be given the power to carry out the liquidity process for a stakeholder. The Board of directors also need to have the power to carry out the liquidity process for a stakeholder.

**Tech Mahindra Ltd on Tuesday said it will be setting up a technology-enabled delivery centre in Warangal, Telangana.**
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Hyderabad-based Shekar Goud is the first triple amputee from India to climb Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Elbrus, and is preparing to scale seven summits, finds V SYTEE SH REDDY.

While it is tough to even create one Guinness Record, Taekwondo player Sai Deepak Patel has just set his fourth one.

A night of music and memories

L akshmimurthy Global Music Festival is a platform that brings musicians from across the world to Hyderabad. The event provides young talent an opportunity to earn from the host.

On Monday, the city played host to the 28th Lakshmimurthy Global Music Festival, held in remembrance of Prof V. Lakshmimurthy. The festival will be held across the country and was kicked off from Delhi on January 4 and will be followed up with events in Bangalore, Pune, Bengaluru and Chennai.

Started in 1992, the festival has become a huge platform for music enthusiasts to showcase their talents. Several orchestral compositions written for the festival by Dr S. Subramaniam has been published by Schott Music, one of the oldest and leading German music publishers.

Music aficionados and young musicians gathered at the event in large numbers and was a spectacle for audiences who were seen thoroughly enjoying the musical nights. The event also provided a platform for rising Hyderabad talent to showcase their skills as well as learn new techniques from the veterans performing there.

— PNS
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Hyderabad-based Shekar Goud is the first triple amputee from India to climb Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Elbrus, and is preparing to scale seven summits, finds V SYTEE SH REDDY.

While it is tough to even create one Guinness Record, Taekwondo player Sai Deepak Patel has just set his fourth one.

A night of music and memories

L akshmimurthy Global Music Festival is a platform that brings musicians from across the world to Hyderabad. The event provides young talent an opportunity to earn from the host.

On Monday, the city played host to the 28th Lakshmimurthy Global Music Festival, held in remembrance of Prof V. Lakshmimurthy. The festival will be held across the country and was kicked off from Delhi on January 4 and will be followed up with events in Bangalore, Pune, Bengaluru and Chennai.

Started in 1992, the festival has become a huge platform for music enthusiasts to showcase their talents. Several orchestral compositions written for the festival by Dr S. Subramaniam has been published by Schott Music, one of the oldest and leading German music publishers.

Music aficionados and young musicians gathered at the event in large numbers and was a spectacle for audiences who were seen thoroughly enjoying the musical nights. The event also provided a platform for rising Hyderabad talent to showcase their skills as well as learn new techniques from the veterans performing there.
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Christian Bale to join Thor: LOVE AND THUNDER?

Hollywood star Christian Bale is in negotiations to join Marvel Cinematic Universe with a pivotal role in Thor: Love and Thunder. Rumours suggest he will play a bad guy in the film. The announcement comes a day afterMarvel studio’s phase four release, which saw the return of Christopher Nolan’s Batman trilogy with The Dark Knight Rises.

To understand what role the 45-year-old actor would be playing in the film, support Variety.

Thor: Ragnarok filmmaker Taika Waititi is directing the fourth movie in the Marvel Studios’ Thor franchise, with Taika also reprising his Thor’s superpower and Natalie Portman returning as Jane Foster.

The film will also feature Tessa Thompson’s Valkyrie. Waititi revealed last week that the pre-production of the film will start in July and the team will start shooting from August in Australia. Several studios or parent companiesDisney have not responded to the report yet.

Actor Anil Kapoor, who next will be seen onscreen in Malang, revealed that he always tells superstar Aamir Khan not to stop working with filmmaker Rajkumar Hirani. Kapoor was interacting with the media at the trailer launch of Malang along with his co-actors Aditya Roy Kapur, Disha Patani, Elli AvRam, film’s director Mohit Suri and producers Luv Ranjan, Bhushan Kumar, Ankur Garg and Jay Shewakraman on Monday in Mumbai.

Anil Kapoor has worked with many directors and producers in his 40-year acting career. Talking about camp culture in Hindi film industry and praising makers of Malang, Kapoor said: “I feel we need producers like Ankur (Garg) and Luv (Ranjan). I have told Mohit (Suri) to continue doing films with them. I always tell Aamir Khan by calling him on phone to say that you should not leave Raju Hirani.”

He continued: “I feel whenever you make a good team then you should hold on to it. Team is very important and there are certain stars that come together to make something interesting and exciting.”

Kapoor gave example of Hollywood actors and filmmakers while backing his viewpoint: “If you see Martin Scorsese, Robert De Niro, Leonardo DiCaprio they do so many films together. They can work with others, too, but they keep working with each other. There is some magic, obviously. You have to go with the casting but somewhere I feel teams should stick together.”

Malang stars Aditya Roy Kapur, Disha Patani, Anil Kapoor and Kunal Khemu in lead roles. It is scheduled to release on February 7.

I always tell Aamir not to leave Raju Hirani: ANIL KAPOOR
Transitioning to comedy was not easy: RASHMIKA

Rashmika Mandanna, whose brief but notable career in Bollywood so far, talks to NAGARAJ GOUTHAM about how she adapted to play a different kind of role in Sariluree Neekavaru

In her brief Bollywood career, Rasikgada, Karnataka-born Rashmika Mandanna has been a part of films like Bia as an actor. Her last film, Chandrayaan, in which she played a dancer, failed to make a mark. The也没太能理解做女主角的她，对于这条道路，她感觉到的只是无奈。

But the actor chose to take on the role, and her performance was lauded by the audience. She then took on the role of a software engineer in the web series Little Things, which was a big hit. Rashmika Mandanna, known for her versatility, is now set to impress with her film debut in Sariluree Neekavaru, the director of which is Puri Jagannadh. The film, which was released recently, has been praised by the audience and critics alike.

Rashmika Mandanna is known for her ability to adapt to different roles and genres. She has worked in a variety of films, including action, comedy, and romance, and has consistently delivered performances that have earned her critical acclaim. In Sariluree Neekavaru, she plays the role of a software engineer, and her portrayal has been praised by the audience.

In an interview with NAGARAJ GOUTHAM, Rashmika Mandanna talks about her journey in Bollywood and her experience working on Sariluree Neekavaru. She speaks about the challenges she faced in adapting to her new role and how she overcame them. She also talks about her plans for the future and her aspirations in the film industry.

In your brief Bollywood career, you’ve been a part of films like Bia as an actor. Your last film, Chandrayaan, was not a success. How did you cop this challenge?

I’m very proud of the fact that I’ve been able to adapt to different roles, genres and styles. I’ve been working in films with different budgets, different production values, and different audiences. It was a challenge to adapt to the new role in Sariluree Neekavaru, but I’m happy with the result.

How did you approach the role of the software engineer in Sariluree Neekavaru?

I did my homework before the shoot. I asked the scriptwriter, Varun, to explain the character, the background, and the story. I also did my research on the character and tried to understand the audience’s perspective. I wanted to make sure that the character was relatable to the audience.

What was the biggest challenge you faced while working on Sariluree Neekavaru?

The biggest challenge was to connect with the character. I had to understand her mindset, her lifestyle, and her background. It was important to make sure that the character felt real, and that she was relatable to the audience.

How did you feel working with Puri Jagannadh, who is known for his action films?

I loved working with Puri Jagannadh. He is an incredibly driven director, and he is known for his ability to create high-stakes action sequences. I was impressed with his approach to the film, and I felt that he was the right choice for the role.

What do you think your future holds in the film industry?

I am very excited about the future. I have a few projects lined up, and I am looking forward to exploring new roles and genres. I am committed to my craft, and I am looking forward to making more films that will be remembered by the audience.

The journey so far has been filled with ups and downs. How do you stay motivated?

I stay motivated by remembering that I have a dream and that I have a purpose in life. I am driven by the passion for acting, and I am committed to my craft. I am happy to be a part of the film industry, and I am looking forward to making more films.
No double headers in IPL 2020

While the 2020 edition of the Indian Premier League (IPL) is set to get underway at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai on March 29, the weather in the city is not expected to allow two matches to be played on the same day. The opening game will be between Mumbai Indians and Royal Challengers Bangalore on March 29, with the opening game of the longest remaining match window that doubles as the longest break between matches scheduled on May 24 and June 1.

For the full schedule, visit the IPL website.